
ORCHIDEE
ORganizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic 

EcosystEms

URL: http://labex.ipsl.fr/orchidee/

Model Objectives:

A global land surface model that simulates the 
processes that influence global carbon cycle and 
latent, sensible, and kinetic energy exchanges at 
soil and plant surfaces

First described by Krinner et al. 2005

http://labex.ipsl.fr/orchidee/


ORCHIDEE integrates three models…

Initial vegetation map 
soil map

Input drivers Key outputs



…and can be coupled to global circulation models

e.g., 
IPSL-
CM5



Modelled processes in ORCHIDEE



Modelled processes in ORCHIDEE

Figure 2. Basic structure of ORCHIDEE. Vegetation dynamics processes (taken from LPJ) show up in
green. Within the carbon module box, processes are marked by rounded rectangles, while carbon
reservoirs are indicated by normal rectangles (with the corresponding basic state variables in blue). The
subprocesses simulated in the carbon module are linked through carbon fluxes (black and green arrows).
The exchange of energy and information with the atmosphere passes through the surface scheme (that is,
the hydrological module). Eventual biomass increases through PFT introduction and sapling establish-
ment are taken into account as carbon flux from the atmosphere such that the total carbon in atmosphere
plus biosphere is conserved.
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but vegetation distribution is prescribed and LAI is either
prescribed or diagnosed as a function of temperature.
[16] 3. In the case of hydrology and carbon cycle with

static vegetation, the carbon cycle is fully activated. Soil,
litter, and vegetation carbon pools (including leaf mass
and thus LAI) are prognostically calculated as a function
of dynamic carbon allocation. However, LPJ is deacti-
vated; instead, the vegetation distribution is prescribed
after Loveland et al. [2000].
[17] 4. In the case of hydrology and carbon cycle with

dynamic vegetation, all three submodels are fully activated
and the model makes no use of satellite input data that
would force the vegetation distribution, so that vegetation
cover, with its seasonal and interannual variability and
dynamics, is entirely simulated by the model.
[18] Global simulations using the latter two configura-

tions will be presented later in this article. In any of these
configurations, ORCHIDEE can be run in stand-alone
mode, that is, forced by climatological or experimental data
(global or local), or it can be run coupled to an AGCM.
[19] Like LPJ, ORCHIDEE builds on the concept of plant

functional types (PFT) to describe vegetation distributions.
This concept allows grouping of species with similar char-
acteristics into functional types in ways which maximize the
potential to predict accurately the responses of real vegetation
with real species diversity [Smith et al., 1997]. ORCHIDEE
distinguishes 12 PFTs (of which 10 are natural and two
agricultural; see Table 1), for which Table 1 gives the values
of the most important pertinent biogeochemical parameters
(except those already defined by Sitch et al. [2003]).
[20] The different PFTs can coexist in every grid

element. The fraction of the element occupied by each

PFT is either calculated (and thus variable in time) or
prescribed when LPJ is deactivated. The fractional area
occupied by agricultural PFTs can be fixed such that
vegetation dynamics does not act on the agricultural
fraction of the grid element. Stomatal resistances are
calculated separately for each PFT (and so is the resis-
tance of bare soil). Water reservoirs are calculated for
each PFT separately, but the lower soil reservoirs are
mixed instantaneously [de Rosnay and Polcher, 1998].
[21] In ORCHIDEE grasses cannot grow below trees.

This idealized assumption simplifies several parameteriza-
tions, for example, photosynthesis, transpiration, and light
competition.
[22] Carbon dynamics is described through the exchanges

of carbon between the atmosphere and the different carbon
pools in plants and soils. There are eight biomass pools:
leaves, roots, sapwood above and below ground, heartwood
above and below ground, ‘‘fruits’’ (plant parts with repro-
ductive functions: flowers, fruits, etc.), and a plant carbo-
hydrate reserve; four litter pools: structural and metabolic
litter, above and below the surface; and three soil carbon
pools: active, slow, and passive soil carbon. Turnover time
for each of the soil carbon and litter pools depends on
temperature, humidity, and quality. The relatively high
number of biomass pools is necessary because, first,
ORCHIDEE distinguishes aboveground and belowground
litter, which induces the need for distinguishing above-
ground and below ground biomass; second, the cost of
reproductive processes, which represents about 10% of the
global NPP [Sitch et al., 2003], needs to be taken into
account and therefore requires a corresponding carbon pool;
and third, the plant carbohydrate reserve is needed to
represent carbon translocation at leaf onset. The litter and
soil carbon pools are treated separately on the agricultural
and natural part of each grid cell because of the large
differences in soil carbon dynamics on agricultural and
natural ground. Within each of these two parts of a grid
cell (agricultural and natural) the PFTs are supposed to be
well mixed so that the soil carbon is not calculated sepa-
rately below each PFT. The parameterizations of litter
decomposition and soil carbon dynamics essentially follow
Parton et al. [1988].
[23] The basic state variables in the carbon modules of

ORCHIDEE are the various carbon reservoirs and the
density of individuals r (in m!2) of each PFT. The maxi-
mum fractional cover vmax of each PFT is calculated from
these state variables through

vmax ¼ rc; ð1Þ

where crown area c (in m2) of an individual plant is
obtained using allometric relationships between c and the
biomass of an individual [Huang et al., 1992]. The density
of individuals r is the result of plant death (through
‘‘natural’’ mortality, competition, and disturbances) and
sapling establishment when the vegetation dynamics is
activated; it is calculated such that rc = vmax if vmax is
prescribed (that is, if the vegetation dynamics is not
activated). Note that vmax, which represents the part of the
grid cell that is covered by the crowns of a given PFT, does

Table 1. PFTs and PFT-Specific Parameters in ORCHIDEEa

PFT Vcmax,opt Topt lmax zroot aleaf h Ac Ts Hs

TrBE 50 37 10 1.25 0.12 25 910 - 0.3
TrBR 60 37 10 1.25 0.14 25 180 - 0.3
TeNE 37.5 27 5 1. 0.14 15 910 - -
TeBE 37.5 32 5 1.25 0.14 15 730 - -
TeBS 37.5 28 5 1.25 0.14 15 180 12.5 -
BoNE 37.5 25 4.5 1. 0.14 10 910 - -
BoBS 37.5 25 4.5 1. 0.14 10 180 5 -
BoNS 35 25 4 1.25 0.14 10 180 7 -
NC3 70 27.5 + 0.25Tl 2.5 0.25 0.20 0.2 120 4 0.2
NC4 70 36 2.5 0.25 0.20 0.2 120 5 0.2
AC3 90 27.5 + 0.25Tl 6 0.25 0.18 0.4 150 10 0.2
AC4 90 36 3 0.25 0.18 0.4 120 10 0.2

aThe PFts are: tropical broadleaf evergreen trees (TrBE), tropical
broadleaf raingreen trees (TrBR), temperate needleleaf evergreen trees
(TeNE), temperate broadleaf evergreen trees (TeBE), temperate broadleaf
summergreen trees (TeBS), boreal needleleaf evergreen trees (BoNE),
boreal broadleaf summergreen trees (BoBS), boreal needleleaf summer-
green trees (BoNS), natural C3 grass (NC3), natural C4 grass (NC4),
agricultural C3 grass (AC3), and agricultural C4 grass (AC4). Vcmax,opt:
Optimal maximum rubisco-limited potential photosynthetic capacity (mmol
m!2 s!1); Topt: Optimum photosynthetic temperature (!C), function of
multiannual mean temperature Tl (!C) for C3 grasses; lmax: Maximum LAI
beyond which there is no allocation of biomass to leaves; zroot: exponential
depth scale for root length profile (m); aleaf: prescribed leaf albedo; h:
prescribed height (m) of vegetation (calculated if LPJ is activated); Ac:
critical leaf age for leaf senescence (days); Ts: weekly temperature (!C)
below which leaves are shed if seasonal temperature trend is negative;
Hs: weekly moisture stress below which leaves are shed. Other PFT-specific
parameters used in ORCHIDEE are given by Sitch et al. [2003].
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TrBE - Tropical broadleaf evergreen 
TrBR - Tropical raingreen evergreen 
TeNE - Temperate needleleaf evergreen 
TeBE - Temperate broadleaf evergreen 
TeBS - Temperate broadleaf summergreen 
BoNE - Boreal needleleaf evergreen 
BoBS - Boreal broadleaf summergreen 
BoNS - Boreal needleleaf summergreen 
NC3 - Natural C3 grass 
NC4 - Natural C4 grass 
AC3 - Agricultural C3 grass 
AC4 - Agricultural C4 grass 

…and bare soil

Multiple PFTs can coexist in one grid cell

Initial vegetation map specifies location and 
proportion of 13 different plant functional types 
(PFTs) - but is dynamic



Some Key Assumptions:

Soil is 2m deep everywhere 

Grasses can’t grow below trees 

Each grid cell is one big leaf - with varying proportions 
of PFTs that influence processes 

Tree PFTs can’t exist where warm season temperature is 
lower than 7ºC



Figure 5. Measured (colored) and modeled (black) seasonal cycle for each flux and each PFT (see text).
From top to bottom: net radiation (Rn), sensible heat flux (H), latent heat flux (LE), and net CO2 flux
(NEE).
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Krinner et al. 2005



Figure 2. Interannual time series of the detrended anomalies of the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radia-
tion: comparison between the modeled fAPAR and the fAPAR3g GIMMS satellite product over the six African subregions.

Figure 3. Interannual time series of the detrended anomalies of the gross primary productivity: comparison between the
modeled GPP (gC m!2 yr!1) and the MTE-GPP data-driven model over the six African subregions.
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Traore et al. 2014. Evaluation of the ORCHIDEE ecosystem model over Africa against 25 
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GPP too 
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drought?



User Interface?



ORCHIDEE continues to develop

20 permanent staff 

Web of Science search “ORCHIDEE model” returns 113 
articles



Many thematic versions (branches): 

ORCHIDEE-multi-soil-hydro 
ORCHIDEE-CN 
ORCHIDEE-FM 
ORCHIDEE-HIGHLATITUDE 
ORCHIDEE-EXT 
ORCHIDEE-STICS 
ORCHIDEE-PASIM 
ORCHIDEE-BVOC

SECHIBA( ORCHIDEE(

Carbon(Cycle(
(STOMATE)(

Dynamic(Veg.((LPJ)(

+ Nitrogen Cycle  

+ Permafrost 

80s 

(Krinner et al.,  
2005) 

Toward a single 
shared tool 

2009 

Specific �Project Group� 
across 

IPSL & few other labs. 

Few  
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at LMD (3-4) 
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 2000 

(Viovy et al.,  
1997) 

(Polcher 
et al., 1998) 

(Ducoudré  
et al., 1993) 

90s 

Small group  
btw LMD/LSCE  

(5-10) 

Increasing number of 
developers & users 

(15-25)  

Natural grass  

Bare soil / desert  

Multi-layer soil hydrology’ 

Forest 

Crops 

Managed grass 

+ Crops 
module 

+ Forest  
management 

+ New hydrology 

+ River routing 

(Laval 
et al., 1981) 

organization  
LMD/LSCE LMD 

More than 20 years of development 


